Process Auditor
Cost-Effective Continuous Controls Monitoring for Enterprise Risk Management

AT A GLANCE

ELIMINATE PAIN

Scalable, Continuous, and Customizable
Control

Replace manual controls, improve productivity,
reduce risk and lower costs

Process Auditor from Security Weaver provides
organizations that run SAP an imbedded Continuous
Controls Monitoring (CCM) platform that supports the
custom control and risk management requirements of IT,
HR, Finance and Audit. It cost effectively orchestrates risk
management, improves processes, satisfies regulatory
mandates, proves compliance, enables performance
goals, achieves governance objectives, and mitigates
security concerns. Process Auditor centralizes continuous
monitoring, testing, and reporting on internal controls. It
minimizes business losses via errors or fraudulent activities
by reporting control breakdowns as they happen and
delivers a return on investment through improved business
operations.

Manual controls supported by ad hoc testing are fragile
and error prone. Manual controls are unable to track,
escalate and remediate risks quickly, consistently or cost
effectively. Managing overlapping regulations, maintaining
complex system configurations, and detecting fraud
or material misstatements are challenging and impair
the productivity of IT and business teams. Furthermore,
a constantly growing number of manual controls will
eventually destroy the morale and productivity of IT,
HR, Finance, and Audit teams assigned to document,
implement, execute, test, and report on how processes,
controls, and configurations are being maintained and
improved.

Process Auditor provides these capabilities across both
complex and heterogeneous environments and comes
with an extensive template library of over 130 controls.
Furthermore, because every enterprise is unique and
evolving, it offers a workbench so controls can be easily
changed or new ones quickly developed.

Additionally, many controls rely on sampling and
will never catch every suspicious transaction. These
inadequate controls create gaps that frustrate staff and
senior management caught by surprise when fraud,
misstatements, or controllable errors occur. Furthermore,
weak controls seldom raise alerts until long after the
chance for recourse has passed.

Get a quick and current summary from the Process Auditor
dashboard
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Manage all of your cross-platform enterprise controls
from one console

KEY BENEFITS
Continuous insights and proven control
Comprehensive Governance for Less Cost: Process
Auditor from Security Weaver unifies control over
regulatory risks, material misstatements, process failures,
and fraud by providing an integrated library of controls
within a single system of record. This enables greater
control at a lower cost point. It makes designing,
documenting, and testing controls more efficient and
comprehensive. It also enables organizations to learn
more rapidly because audit and control data as well
as remediation actions are automatically captured and
retained.
Optimize and Control Business Processes: Process
Auditor does more than audit your business processes.
It provides the insights required to continuously improve
and optimize processes. It catches internal or external
changes which may impact operational performance or
compliance. Consequently, Process Auditor is the key
to controlling and improving order to cash, procure to
pay, hire to retire, financial reporting, IT configuration
management, and data management processes.

Reduce Losses and Capture Gains: In addition to
enabling more reliable financial reports, Process Auditor
provides insights and controls to minimize losses
associated with duplicate vendor payments, excessive
inventory purchases, and overpayment of invoices and
expense reimbursements. Process Auditor controls
also help ensure that any qualifying tax credits, volume
discounts, or other advantageous payment terms are fully
captured.
Better Control Over Configurations and Master Data:
Because Process Auditor enables centralized control over
master data and configurations, it can enable continuous
control testing and near real-time alerts. This means
systems become more reliable, data more secure, and
auditors, IT staff, and business users more confident that
regulatory burdens are met and assets are secured.

ARCHITECTURE, KEY FEATURES, AND
COMPONENTS
Open Architecture and SAP HANA Compatibility:
Enterprises can leverage their existing expertise in ABAP
and Java technologies with Process Auditor. Its support
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Process Auditor controls automatically send alerts
to your personal inbox

for SAP environments from SAP R/3 to ECC and SAP S/4 HANA means there is no need to buy, deploy, manage, or
secure a separate database. Furthermore, it offers robust APIs to integrate with the widest array of complementary
tools and offers a web based user interface which runs on any standard J2EE application server.
Pre-Built Controls Library: Process Auditor comes with over 130 control templates to jump start almost any
compliance project. These templates streamline the design, development, and documentation required to deploy
process controls for Order to Cash (O2C), Procure to Pay (P2P), Development to Production (Dev2Prod), Hire to Retire,
and Financial Reporting processes. For example, enterprises can immediately reduce risk with controls that detect and
prevent duplicate payments, detect and alert whenever an employee and a supplier have the same bank account,
ensure sales returns and commissions are valid and credit policies are enforced, and detect and alert whenever system
configurations drift out of tolerance.
Real-Time Data Analysis: Because Process Auditor is embedded in SAP it does not export or cache data; users,
auditors, managers, and administrators can trust the timeliness and accuracy of its reports.
Control Dashboard: Process Auditor provides a configurable role-based executive dashboard which enables managers
to quickly assess and drill down into case backlogs and key compliance areas. Process Auditor offers a seamless
integration with Security Weaver’s Risk Visualizer module for additional trend reporting or risk-relevant metrics.
Control Development Workbench: Because every enterprise is unique, Process Auditor offers a development
environment to efficiently modify existing controls or develop new controls. It facilitates defining control outputs,
sequencing rule execution, data management, and can automatically generate the ABAP code necessary for the
control.
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Multiple and Cross-Platform Support: Process
Auditor enables a cross platform controls framework.
Whether controls are native to SAP ERP environments
or run outside of an SAP system, with Process Auditor
organizations can monitor whatever data, transactions, or
systems are a concern. This broad support for continuous
controls monitoring enables administrators and auditors
to constantly track and control local, remote, and
heterogeneous data, systems, and processes.
Email Alerts: Mobile managers, auditors, risk owners,
role owners, and IT can be alerted via email or text. There
is no need for reviewers to log into Process Auditor to
know if there are risks requiring their attention.
Native Case Management: Process auditor automatically
creates a ticket or case each time a control alerts
the organization to a risk. Risk responses can then
be documented and coordinated across teams.
Consequently, Process Auditor supports highly regulated
environments where supporting documentation must be
archived and the management of non-trivial risks requires
coordinated actions.
Centralized Reporting Repository: Process Auditor
offers a central repository for documenting, scheduling,
executing, and recording results for control related
activities. This allows organizations to improve selfassessments and sustainably ensure compliance across
multiple regulations and security mandates. It also
reduces excessive control testing and enables reuse of
controls so that compliance is proven across multiple
frameworks.

REQUIREMENTS
Process Auditor supports SAP R/3 4.6c onward and
can be rapidly implemented across most production
SAP environments. Consistent with all Security Weaver
applications, Process Auditor is designed and built for
quick and inexpensive deployment. Some Process Auditor
components require a standard J2EE platform such as
Apache Tomcat, Oracle Application Server, SAP Web
Application Server or IBM’s WebSphere Application Server
(for specific versions supported see the user guide for
Process Auditor module).

SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATIONS
Process Auditor has successfully helped many world class
organizations. For example, Serco Group, an outsourcer
and service provider for government, public, and private
sector organizations, serves a range of markets —
including healthcare, defense and aerospace, education,
and housing. Serco Group saved more than £250,000
within the first four months of deploying Process Auditor.
Organizations have used Process Auditor to improve
financial reporting and key business processes. In addition
to trustworthy reporting and process improvements,
Process Auditor helps enterprises continuously mitigate
risks and satisfy HIPAA, Sabarnes-Oxley (SOX), Goods and
Services Tax (GST), Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA),
and many other regulatory and compliance mandates.

LICENSING AND SERVICES
Licenses: Process Auditor is offered through a traditional
perpetual license or a subscription license.
Services: Security Weaver has a proud history of
successfully partnering with enterprises seeking a tailored
solution. Because of the cost-conscious nature of many
organizations, Security Weaver offers its implementation
and customization services at compelling price points.
Support: Security Weaver offers 24 x 7 x 365 support
options with a local presence and has been recognized
by its customers for providing exceptional value through
training, consulting, and support services.

LEARN MORE
Process Auditor enables a control and compliance
framework that gives auditors, IT staff, and finance
personnel confidence that their controls are effective
and their processes consistent and efficient. Visit www.
securityweaver.com to learn more about Security
Weaver’s access management solution.

SAP and other company and proper names mentioned in this
document are copyrighted by their respective owners.
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